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New Performance and Discover bag range from
PRO

Performance range for Road riders, Discover Team range for Gravel riders

Saddle and frame versions for stashing your belongings

Sometimes it’s hard to prepare for a ride – even the smallest of journeys can sometimes cause

anxiety. What if I puncture? What if I’m hungry? What if my phone runs out of charge? Will my

stove fit in there? Luckily, PRO has you covered with its new bags.

DISCOVER RANGE

The Discover Team handlebar bag (PRBA0066), Frame bag (PRBA0069), and Saddle

bag (PRBA0068) are perfect for discovering the freedom of bikepacking.

PRO Discover Team Handlebar Bag Small. Intended to be used on its own, for shorter

trips, or in addition to the 8-litre Discover Team Handlebar Bag, on longer adventures. It offers

a 2-litre capacity, multiple pockets and a side pouch, is constructed from waterproof material

and features waterproof welded seams.
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Highlights include: Waterproof construction, Waterproof welded seams and zipper, Adjustable

Velcro straps secure attachment, Reflective details for increased visibility, Multiple pockets and

a side pouch.

PRO Discover Team Frame Bag Small. This neat storage compartment inside the front

triangle is intended to be used on shorter trips. Its 2.7-litre capacity and broad Velcro straps are

compatible with most bicycle frames, depending on rear suspension layout and bottle cage

location. The Discover Team Frame Bag Small, is constructed from waterproof material and

features waterproof welded seams to keep your valuables dry on bikepacking adventures.

Highlights include: 2.7l capacity, Waterproof construction with welded seams and protected

zippers, Adjustable Velcro straps for optimal fixation on multiple frame sizes, Reflective details

for increased visibility.

PRO Discover Team Saddle Bag. Designed to hold the small items you are likely to need for

any gravel adventure – like puncture repair accessories, a spare tube and a mini tool – it can be

stocked and left attached to your gravel bike for when you need its contents. Thanks to its

waterproof construction and roll-style closer system it keeps its contents dry and can be

compressed down to a compact size should you not need to fill its entire 600-millilitre capacity.
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Highlights include: 600ml capacity, Waterproof construction with welded seams, Roll-style

closure system, Adjustable Velcro straps for attaching to all saddle types, Reflective details for

increased visibility.

PERFORMANCE RANGE

In the Performance range, four new saddle bags (PRBA0071/72/73/74) offer varying carrying

capacities and the PRO Tool Wrap (PRBA0067) can be carried with you or left in the workshop.

The PRO Performance Saddle bag small/medium/large/XL allow you to store your on-

bike essentials, like a mini tool and puncture repair accessories, in a robust saddle bag which is

built to last. Thanks to their strong zip and 420D Nylon construction the Performance Saddle

Bag range provides a durable storage solution for all your needs. The bags accommodate

everyone from those who like to ride light to the riders who prefer to have every option covered.
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Highlights include: Robust 420D Nylon construction with strong zipper, Universal saddle

compatibility thanks to Velcro straps, Reflective trim, Sizes: 400ml, 600ml, 1L, 2L.

The PRO Performance Tool Wrap is for storing all your on-the-bike tools and accessories in

style. Pack in a mini pump, mini tool, two tyre levers, spare tube and CO2 cartridge with ease.

Each item has its own storage pouch and thanks to its robust 420D Nylon construction and

universally compatible Velcro straps it will not only attach to any saddle but will also last for

years.
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Highlights: Simple on-bike storage solution for essential items, Wrap design, Lightweight and

compact, Universal saddle compatibility, Reflective trim, Rear light mounting strap

Whichever direction you choose, PRO’s new Discover and Performance bags will allow you to

upgrade and outperform in 2022.

Please contact your local PRO distributor for specific availability information.
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2.       IMAGES: Copyright free images available to download here:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/xqoy0t08x666bum/AABs5iqFS47JArSTHlXRjTi9a?dl=0

 

3.       ABOUT PRO: Join the PRO Community and experience a better sports bicycle

experience. Each one of our products is born from relentless research, development and testing,

utilising the latest material and design technologies. From professional athletes to casual riders,

whether you are racing or cycling to the shop, PRO’s components help ensure you get the most

from your bike. Achieve the perfect fit. Select the most comfortable saddle. And keep your

bicycle in show-room condition with PRO components, tools and accessories.

 

4.        WHY PRO:

PRO offers you a better sports bicycle experience.

PRO puts your needs at the centre of every product we develop.

PRO relies on the feedback of riders to continually develop and refine products.

Each PRO handlebar, stem and seatpost product boasts a Lifetime Warranty*

30-day Money-Back Guarantee on all PRO saddles.

Everyone at PRO is as passionate about riding bikes as you are.

* Product expected lifetime 10 years.
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